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2021 Lion Awards 

This is the review document outlining the questions and information 

requested to submit your nomination for the 2021 Lion Awards. 

Introductory Questions 

1. Please provide your contact Information

2. Industry

3. Please indicate in which department(s) your company is using Workfront

4. Company size

5. Are you planning to attend Leap in 2021?

6. Which region best describes your business’ location? (US or Europe)

7. Briefly summarize at a high-level the use case you’re submitting.

8. How did you hear about the Lion Awards?

9. Have you or your company applied for a Lion Award before? What year?

Lion Award categories and questions 

Strategic Achievement (NA only) 

They start with visibility and context 

This organization actively communicates goals across departments and 

teams, extending out to every individual. Workers, along with executives, 

have visibility into exactly what the group strives to achieve, and clear 

context into the role they play. This commitment to providing an always-

on, clear line of sight lives in the organization’s DNA and its leadership, 

empowering each person to become a strategic contributor to success. 



Questions (open field): 

1. How did you build strategic alignment across a team, group, or

larger organization?

2. How did you turn that alignment into clear actionable objectives?

3. How did that alignment result in specific achievements and

outcomes?

4. We encourage you to share up to three (3) artifacts that support

your nomination, such as plans, deliverables, and

measurement/analysis of results.

Operational Excellence 

They actively manage work 

This company displays a distinct ability to focus on outcomes and not just 

activity. They design programs and projects based on clear, desired 

business outcomes. They deploy people and dollars based on plans, and 

execute both efficiently and effectively. They actively measure results 

against both goals and utilization. This discipline nets lower costs and 

risks, and strong growth, creating a positive, high-performance culture 

and exceptional value for all stakeholders—from employees and 

customers, to investors.  

Questions (open field): 

1. Specific example(s) of deploying (and redeploying) people,

resources, and money to support clearly defined business

outcomes.

2. Examples of defined (and, where possible, automated) business

processes that support people, teams, and objectives.

3. Description of effective work execution and business

accomplishments as a result of operational designs and planning.

4. Examples of measurement, such as utilization, service level

agreements, cost savings, on-time delivery, and performance.

5. We encourage you to share up to three (3) artifacts that support

your nomination, such as deployment plans, process maps, and

measurement metrics.



Technical Excellence 

They strategically deploy and use technology to help people get work done and 

help teams/organizations achieve breakthrough performance 

An active work management mindset drives this organization’s technology 

strategy. This company meets people where they are, providing them 

with the applications and systems they want and need to do their best 

work, and eliminating those that do not. But they don’t stop there. They 

take the important next step of connecting these individual tools to 

support dynamic work processes and flows across individuals, teams, and 

departments, centralizing content and data for both easy access and 

smarter decision-making.  

Questions (open field): 

1. Outline/description of one or more processes, connections,

insights, or analyses enabled through the strategic use of

technology including before/after state. Consider topics such as

workflow, application integration, systems integration, etc.

2. Discussion of before/after performance, which may include both

qualitative and quantitative measures such as worker

satisfaction/enablement, time to value, margins, revenue, cost

management, or project completion.

3. Future plans and concepts for strategic technology deployment.

4. High-level description and technology ecosystem diagram for a

department, team, or major business process.  (mandatory)

Organizational Agility 

They demonstrate agility as a core competency 

This company displays extraordinary organizational agility: the ability to 

quickly pivot toward new opportunities in an environment of constant, 

disruptive change. Their adaptability empowers new leaders, crosses 

departmental seams, and allows them to continually redeploy at individual 

and team levels. They respond quickly without losing vision or 

momentum, moving faster to out-innovate the competition.  

Questions (open field): 

1. Outline/description of situation(s) agility in work

management has increased speed to market with products,



marketing campaigns, services, or process changes. 

2. High-level description of how your company is using a work

management platform to effectively manage complex

business processes from a single point of truth.

3. Examples of how your work management solution has

improved client experience as a result of better

communications, improved levels of service, and/or quicker

resolution times.

4. Outline/description of situation(s) where collaboration

between cross-functional and cross-operational teams has

allowed your business to pivot strategies quickly based on

new information or data.

5. We encourage you to share up to three (3) artifacts  that

support your nomination, such as process outlines,

technology ecosystem diagrams, plans, etc.

Work Management Leadership 

   They demonstrate excellence in all categories 

This organization is a recognized leader in enterprise work management. 

In addition to demonstrating excellence in each of the Lion Award 

categories—Strategic Achievement, Operational Excellence, 

Technical Excellence, and Organizational Agility—this organization 

is transforming how work gets done in their company and industry. This 

enterprise has successfully achieved the attributes necessary to treat 

work—people, actions, and the intellectual capital they create—as a tier 

one asset, and achieve unique value as a result.  

Questions: 

1. How did you build strategic alignment across team, 
group or larger organization?

2. Outline/describe defined (and, where possible, 
automated) business processes that support people, 
teams, and objectives.

3. Provide a high-level description and technology 
ecosystem map/illustration for a department, team, 
or major business process. (Ecosystem map/illustration 
is mandatory)

4. Outline/describe situation(s) of agility where work 
management has increased speed to market with 
products, marketing campaigns, services, or process 
changes.

5. Upload any other relevant artifacts



Rising Star (individual) 

These up-and-coming leaders are setting the pace for the rapidly changing world 

of work. Their collaborative mindset, passion for strategic innovation, endless 

flow of fresh, pragmatic ideas, and ability to inspire and influence their 

organizations makes them rising stars in enterprise work management 

Questions: 

1. Are you nominating yourself or a colleague?

2. If you are nominating a colleague, please enter their full

name and email address.

3. How do you (or your nominee) build strategic alignment

across a team, group, or larger organization?

4. How did you turn that alignment into clear actionable

objectives?

5. How did that alignment result in specific achievements and

outcomes?

6. We encourage you to share up to three (3) artifacts that

support your nomination, such as process outlines,

technology ecosystem diagrams, plans, etc.

Modern Work Leader (individual) 

Awarded to an individual displaying excellence in leading transformation. 

The modern work leader is both an agent of change and someone who inspires, 

guides, and coaches colleagues across all levels of their organization toward work 

management excellence. This person has a keen sense of how to demonstrate 

and communicate the impact of working differently, and directly influences strong 

buy-in, adoption, and employee satisfaction across multiple areas of their 

company. 

Questions 

1. Are you nominating yourself or a colleague?

2. If you are nominating a colleague, please enter their full

name and email address.

3. How have you (or your nominee) worked with executives

and business leaders to build a work management culture?

4. How have you (or your nominee) built buy-in with peers

and the broader workforce for new work management

practices?

5. How have you (or your nominee) extended work



management beyond your original use case, team or 

organization?  

6. How have you (or your nominee) worked to ensure these

new best practices are both understood and recognized in

terms of positive organizational impact?

7. How have you (or your nominee) actively invested in the

success of other Workfront customers through advice and

support given to the larger Workfront community?

8. How has your (or your nominee’s) work management

innovation directly impacted your (or your nominee’s)

career growth?

9. We encourage you to share up to three (3) artifacts that

support your nomination, such as process outlines,

technology ecosystem diagrams, plans, etc.

Summary Questions 

In order to provide the best opportunities for recognition for our finalists and winners, 

Workfront will request prior approval to include your likeness (headshot photo), company 

name and logo in external communications.  

1. Does your company strictly prohibit the use of your likeness (headshot), company

name and logo be included in external communication assets such as, but not

limited to, award finalist video, press release, blogs, digital banners, webinar,

social media?

2. If chosen as an award finalist or recipient, and with prior consent, can Workfront

highlight your accomplishments in a case study or video?

3. If selected, we would like to notify your executive team. Please provide contact

information (name, title, email address) for the people you would like us to

notify.




